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We present a direct measurement of the birefringence induced by the intersubband transitions in
quantum wells. Phase delays of up to 40” were observed in our samples, corresponding to a 0.07
difference in the index of refraction between the polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the
plane of the wells in a GaAs/AlGaAs silicon-doped structure. The measurement was conducted
at several wavelengths-enabling
us to deduce the total linear birefringence near the absorption
resonance. The observed birefringence is in close agreement with the Kramer+Kronig
transform of the absorption spectra.
The first observation of the intersubband transitions
(ISBTs) in quantum wells’ was soon followed with predictions of large, ISBT-induced, birefringence.2’3 The absorption spectrum of the ISBT has been extensively studas infrared detectors,5 and
ied, and applications
absorption modulators6 have been demonstrated. This absorption obeys a simple selection rule, and is observed only
for radiation polarized perpendicular to the plane of the
quantum wells.7 The transitions leading to the absorption
must also affect the phase velocities, i.e., the index of refraction, where the two effects are connected by the
Kramers-Kronig
relations.’ Thus the large, controllable,
and polarization-sensitive absorption of ISBTs leads to an
expectation of a large birefringence at selected wavelengths. In this letter, we report on the experimental observation of this ISBT-induced birefringence in a GaAs/
AlGaAs silicon-doped quantum-well structure.
Because of these polarization-dependent transitions,
and the accompanying changes of the index of refraction,
the quantum-well stack acts as a uniaxial crystal. To measure the birefringence, that is, the index of refraction difference between polarizations interacting with the ISBT
(perpendicular to the plane of the quantum wells) and not
interacting with the ISBT (in the plane of the quantum
wells), a beam is propagated at a 45” angle relative to the
plane of the quantum wells (Fig. 1). This configuration
offers a large interaction with the ISBT, but leads to a
structural phase shift which is due to the different reflection phases of the s and p polarization components in the
total internal reflections of the GaAs-air interface. To account for this effect, the total phase delay was measured at
several wavelengths, and the strongly wavelengthdependent ISBT contribution was isolated from the nearly
wavelength-independent structural contribution. Despite
the structural phase factor, propagation at 45” still lends
itself more readily to birefringence measurements than the
other standard schemes for interaction with the ISBT
(waveguide, Brewster angle), as it leads to a large interaction and the structural phase factor is essentially wavelength dependent.9
To calculate the expected linear birefringence we apply
the standard two-level model’ for the linear polarization
induced by an electromagnetic field of frequency w, inter2720
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acting with the ISBT. This leads to an imaginary component (x”) and a real component (x’) of the susceptibility
(related by the Kramers-Kronig
relations), given as
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where e. is the vacuum permittivity, AN is the population
difference between the subbands, w. is the transition frequency, T2 is the dephasing time, and p is the intersubband
dipole matrix element. For polarizations at an angle normal to the quantum-well planes the effective dipole matrix
elements are scaled down by the cosine of that angle due to
the selection rule. From the susceptibility, the absorption
coefficient (for amplitudes) of the ISBT is given by

and the change in the index of refraction is
An(w) =n
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where n is the bulk index of refraction.
In the configuration shown in Fig. 1, an input field of
amplitude E,, propagating at a 45” angle relative to the
plane of the wells and polarized at an angle of 4 with
respect to the normal to the plane of propagation, the output amplitude is
I&(t)
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where ab and Lb are the bulk absorption coefficient and
bulk propagation length, respectively, and we have taken
the polarization-independent bulk contribution outside the
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parenthesis. rpg is the structural phase delay, and Lqw is
the propagation length in the active well region that is
proportional to the number of bounces in the sample (nb) .
Care must be taken to keep this number constant throughout the experiment, preferably uniform across the beam.
The structural phase factor due to the difference in the
phase of the total internal reflections of the s and p polarizations is

co.9
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where 8, is the angle of incidence-4S in this case. In the
reflection of a ;Ip: 10 pm beam from a GaAs-air interface,
there will be a relative phase delay of approximately 83”
between the two components of the polarization. This
phase delay is negligibly wavelength dependent over the
wavelength range of our experiment (9.2-10.75 pm), so
the total phase delay qr(w), is
oAn(w)
Q)T(a)=

C

=QW-b$

To maximize the dependence of the index of refraction
on the wavelength, the sample was chosen to have its absorption peak around 10 pm-in
the middle of the COz
laser’s spectral range. Thirty periods of GaAs 70 A quantum wells, silicon doped to 3 X 10” cmB3, with 440 A
GaAb.3As barriers were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The results presented
in Fig. 2 are for a 2.6-mm-long, 4OO+m-thick sample,
lapped at 45” angles on both facets.
The experiment, shown in Fig. 1, was carried out at
room temperature, and with a Joule-Thompson cooler at
100 K. The expected shift and narrowing of the absorption
peak, lo and the real part of the susceptibility along with it,
allowed us to include different parts of the birefringence
curve within our laser’s spectral range on the same sample,
enabling separation between the intersubband and structurally

induced

phase

delays.
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air cooled,

grating

tun-

able, cw CO2 laser with an output of 3 W is transmitted
through a Brewster angle polarizer. The linearly polarized
2721
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FIG. 1. The propagation of the beam in the 45’ bounce scheme. The inset
displays the input light, linearly polarized at an angle a, and the output
elliptical polarization.
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RG. 2. The measured polarization-dependent real and imaginary components of the susceptibility as a function of wavelength at 290 K (a) and
100 K (b). The dashed line is a Lorentzian fit to the imaginary part of the
susceptibility corresponding to the ISBT absorption. The dotted line is a
Kramers-Kronig transform of the dashed line-the expected real part of
the susceptibility.

beam is focused on the sample with a 254 mm ZnSe lens.
In the sample, the beam propagates at a 45” angle with
respect to the plane of the wells and undergoes several total
internal reflections. The output beam is then passed
through a wire grid polarizer and focused on a pyroelectric
detector, whose signal was locked to the trigger of a mechanical chopper. A low duty cycle was used to prevent
thermal effects, and laser power on the sample never exceeded l/100 of the saturation intensity-preventing
significant nonlinear effects. A 100 ,um aperture was placed in
front of the sample to eliminate variation in effective number of bounces (nb) due to beam displacements.
The detector power as a function of the cross-polarizer
rotation angle c with respect to the plane of the quantum
wells (see Fig. 1) is proportional to
P(a)-cos2~+b2sin2a+2bcosasinocosp,,

(6)

where b is defined as the ratio of the x and y components of
the field
b+tan

4 ,-[dd/zl$w.

(7)
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The ISBT absorption is measured by comparing the
transmittance at the interacting (v), and noninteracting
(x) polarizations. Figure 2 shows the resultant measured
imaginary part of the susceptibility with its Lorentzian fit
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[Rq. (la)] at room temperature and at 100 K. The best fits
are given by a resonance at 976 cm-’ (10.25 pm), with 54
cm-’ broadening at room temperature, and resonance at
1002 cm-’ (9.98 pm), with 48 cm-’ broadening at 100 K.
Consistent with the Kramers-Kronig relations, the parameters of this fit were used to calculate the expected real part
of the susceptibility [Eq. ( lb)]-shown
in Fig. 2. The total
phase delay induced by the structure: rpr, is determined
(to a factor of 2s-m &pr) by the measured ratio of the
maximum to the minimum powers of the elliptically polarized output for a given b (see the inset of Fig. 1) . A constant structural phase term (rpg) is now subtracted from
these measurements for a best fit with the absorption
curve’s transformation. A fit was obtained after a subtraction of the structural phase delay, found to be 2rm -97” at
room temperature, and 2z-m -93” at 100 K. A value of
nb=7.5 (i.e., not uniform throughout the cross section of
the beam), is consistent with this phase delay, and with the
sample’s height/length ratio. Figure 2 shows an excellent
agreement between measured real and imaginary components of the susceptibility at 100 K, and a fairly good
agreement at room temperature. For verification, the laser
absorption measurements are compared to Fourier transform infrared results and found to be in close agreement.
The experiment was repeated for a sample with a peak
outside the laser’s spectral range (8.6 ,um), and for bulk
GaAs to validate the assumption of a nearly frequencyindependent structural phase factor.
The maximal ISBT-induced phase delay, about 40”, is
found, as expected, at the absorption’s half-maximum
points. Following the standard convention for quantumwell absorption, presenting the birefringence per unit
length of the quantum-well stack, this translates to a
change in the index of refraction of An=0.07. Since our
samples were grown with very thick barriers, an artificial
improvement by a factor of 3 through narrower barriers is
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easily attainable. Interaction at a right angle, rather than at
a 45” angle with the plane of the wells-will
double the
birefiingence just as the absorption. Thus a refractive index
change as high as 0.4 seems attainable.
The birefringence measurement suggests the feasibility
of phase modulation of mid-IR radiation through the large
refractive index nonlinearities induced by the ISBTs. Since
the ISBTs have been shown to be highly controllable,6 the
birefringence may be shifted by dc fields, or saturated by ac
fields, and thus gives the upper limit to realizable ISBT
nonlinearities.” Near the absorption peak, modulation of
phase and absorption are, of course, coupled, but the magnitude of the absorption peak varies as the inverse square
of the detuning, whereas that of the birefringence decreases
only linearly; thus the birefringence dominates far from
resonance. When the index change is maximized it should
be sufficient for effective modulation far from resonance.
Attempts at such modulation are currently underway.
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